
CHAPTER 2 

 

EXPLORING THE DAI WATER SPLASHING FESTIVAL 

 
Culture is a fundamental concept within the discipline of anthropology, in everyday use, 

most people in this country use the word culture to refer to “high 

culture”—Shakespeare’s works, Beethoven’s symphonies, Michelangelo’s sculptures, 

gourmet cooking, imported wines, and so on. Anthropologists, however, use the term in 

a much broader sense, to refer to all of the learned and shared ideas and products of a 

society. E. B. Tylor, the first professional anthropologist, proposed a definition of 

culture that includes all of human experience:1 

       

      Culture ….. is that complex whole which includes knowledge, belief, arts, 

morals, law, custom, and any other capabilities and habits acquired by man as a 

member of society. (1871) 
 

Culture is the soul of an ethnic group or race. Moreover, culture and society are two 

closely related concepts. Obviously, there is no culture without a society, just as there is 

no society without individuals.  

 

2.1 Dai Water Culture 

What is the origin of Dai’s W.S.F in XSBN? The question explored in this chapter is to 

seek the original root of Dai’s W.S.F－Dai’s water culture. First, we discuss the water 

concept of Dai’s ancestors. This will point out one of the core questions of this thesis, 

i.e. the inner spirit of Dai’s water culture. The Dai’s ancestors utilize the special 

geographical environment to create the superiority of the rice economic activity. They 

                                                 
1 Scupin, Raymond. & R. DeCorse Christopher, Anthropology: A global perspective, Prentice-Hall, 

Inc.1995, p183. 
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wanted to eternally guarantee these economic activities. Out of this the Dai’s ancestors 

developed the view of water worship. The Dai people were filled with amazement and 

respect of water. Because of this the Dai people present many external cultural forms, 

such as worship, activities and celebration. Among them, the most famous is the W.S.F.   

To understand the characteristics of Dai culture, we must begin with an understanding 

of the spirit of the Dai and their water cultural tradition.  Here is a further introduction 

of the early water cultural evolution of Dai ethnic minority: 

World View   

Dai people not only believe that both the sky and the earth were originated from water, 

but also believe that mankind was created with water. Therefore, they think that water is 

incomparably magnificent and sacred. Dai people called the land “Namling” (喃岭), 

and in the Dai language, “Nam” means water, and “ling” means land. This indicates that 

Dai people associate water with land, and regard water as part of the land. 

Dai people regard water as the god of life on which everything depends to live and grow. 

In a Dai’s fable, the water is one kind of materials with life-force, and the symbol of 

recreation power. It can form the world. The water is regarded as the beginning of 

creating the world because water has a direct relationship with plant's growth and 

aquatic animal's survival. Hence, it is easy to link the water with all myriad of life to 

show water is the source of life, and that all things are born by water.2 

 

                                                 
2 Zheng, Xiao-Yun, “Water- Culture as Ethnic Traditions and Sustainable Development in The Dai 

Peoples of China”, Globalization and Ethnic Cultures, Beijing: Zhong Guo Shu Ji Press, 2005, p.182. 
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In history, Dai is an ethnic group that is good at planting rice. Their livelihood must rely 

on abundant water resources to irrigate the crops.3 Hence, water has important functions 

for Dai’s agriculture. From this, Dai people regard water as part of land. As a result, in 

Dai’s viewpoint, the relationship of water and the beginning of the earth is very 

important. 

The Key Feature of Migration 

In Dai’s history, water culture has not only played a positive role in its livelihood, but 

also played a vital role in its social and cultural advancement. In the past, due to 

frequent wars and natural calamities, as well as pursuit of more fertile lands, the Dai had 

migrated often. The Dai people pursued the lands with abundant water resources that 

were suitable for planting rice. Migration activities of the Dai people often followed 

great rivers, which is an important characteristic of migration. Therefore, rich water 

resources are an important condition for Dai’s settlements.  

The paddy rice is a foundation for Dai’s existence. They fully use water resources to 

carry on agricultural production, and they obtain their living from water. The Dai people 

have achieved vast knowledge and skills of surviving and living in a water environment. 

This is why the Dai people are mainly distributed along the great rivers and deltas such 

as the Lancang (Mekong) River, Red River, and Nujiang River. Where Dai people live 

today is the result of its history of migration, and the results of such migration had great 

and profound effect on the Dai people’s understanding of water and social life. While 

selecting places for construction of villages, Dai people chose river banks as the best 

locations for building villages, making it easy for irrigating the rice fields. The Dai 

                                                 
3 Guo, Jia-Ji, 1998, p.1. 
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people considered the factor of sufficient water in their settlements. This factor 

continues to shape their thinking and ethic spirit. Population movements and migrations 

certainly affected cultural traditions and lifestyles. 

Spiritual Viewpoint 

In the primitive worship stage, the Dai people believed in Animism. They believe 

everything has its own spirit. Gods of water is the most emphasized, which are 

considered to be able to protect villagers. The Dai people think that water has a good 

side and an evil one. They generally believe that water spirits can bring sufficient water 

to people. The Dai people mainly live near the bank of rivers or beside the lakes. But, 

the rivers also bring disease to local people and rice field. 

Water is essential to the Dai peoples' life in XSBN. Particularly the villagers there rely 

on wells to get their drinking water. Therefore, the water wells are very important to the 

Dai people. A significant traditional practice of the Dai people was to frequently dig 

wells for worshipping water. They would build an attractive house to cover the water 

well. Some of these houses were built like pagoda’s, others were built like houses for 

human habitation, but all had to express the Dai’s worship of water. Based on such ideas, 

it forms the habit of worshipping water wells and Gods of well water in Dai society. So 

the Dai people keep the sacrifice to water spirits every year to please the water spirits 

and to expect blessings. We still find today many sacred activities about water.  
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Photo4:Dai well. (傣家水井) 

Source: Author 

The Key Features of Water Culture 

Dai’s use of water has a close relationship with daily life and social activities. Therefore, 

it is dissimilar in many aspects to other groups. We may outline some typical 

characteristics of Dai’s water culture as follows: 

1. In Dai traditional society, each village usually has one or two wells. An old Dai 

saying is “digging wells and building pavilions are to express Dai people’s kindly 

heart”. The Dai think that people accumulate merits by digging water wells. Some 

people in the past were very poor and unable to contribute many things to the 

Buddhist temple. Thereupon, they dug water wells near a side road outside the 

village to offer drinks to people passing by. This also may be an offering to Buddha. 

Dai people built the pagoda style structure over the water wells in order to prevent 
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dirt from entering the wells and polluting the water. Besides, the Dai people put a 

bamboo bucket near by the wells. The bucket was used to relieve thirsty people 

passing by. This custom has continued for several hundred years in the Dai’s area, 

and has become a Dai’s typical ethnic characteristic.4 Its goal is to share this kind of 

happy blessing with other people. Therefore, the Dai people use water to express the 

action of bestowing good deeds is inseparable with the water idea. Although many 

villages now have already established a running water system, the majority of 

villagers are still familiar with taking the water from the well. It is because the 

villagers believe that well water from the big forests is much purer than the tap 

water. The river water is taken for washing and bathing. 

2. The Dais like to live near the water, they pay attention to hygiene and take baths 

frequently. The Dai people like bathing more than other groups. So the Dai ethnic 

minority is usually called "Water Dai" by other groups. After working, the Dai 

people will take a bath nearby the stream, and this is the most joyful time for them.5 

This time is also the best opportunity for people to disseminate news, and 

communicate with each other. 

3. The Dai people believe in Theravada Buddhism. Therefore, the water used in the 

ceremony mostly has the significance of religious symbol. Buddhism has endowed 

water with sacredness, and this causes water to become an essential matter to the 

Dai’s religious ritual. Dai’s religious ritual “Dan Buddha”(赕佛)- offering sacrifices 

to Buddha, has the ceremony of water splashing, and the villagers take the clean 

                                                 
4 Zheng, Ping. 2004, p.93. 
5 Zheng, Xiao-Yun, 2004, p.184. 
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water from Lancang River. Under the guidance of the Buddhist priest reading aloud 

the religious texts, people use the power of water to hold a memorial service for the 

deceased person's soul.6 In Dai religious idea, water from Lancang River is pure and 

chaste.  

4. The Dai New Year is also called the “Water Festival", or is called by other groups the 

“Water Splashing Festival". Because the water is regarded as the sacred material in 

Dai’s mind, people will use the olive branch to get wet and splash each other to 

express the mutual blessing of the Dai New Year Day. The custom of taking water 

can mostly reflect on the symbolic significance of abundance, luck and safety. 

Therefore, it is a most important matter at the beginning of the New Year. 

5. When a new life is born, the Dai people will use the pure water for this baby to accept 

good baptism, and take a bath to drive out the evil influence on the infant, blessing 

the baby to have healthy growth. But when someone dies, the Dai people can also 

use the pure water to scour his corpse. This explains the Dai’s belief in the 

philosophy that the person originates from the water, and finally will also return to 

the water.7 

 

It is evident that water has a rich cultural connotation in the Dai’s social life. The 

importance of water is not only for daily using, but also a deep spiritual value of the Dai 

ethnic minority. Water generates deep influences in the social tradition. 

                                                 
6 Zheng,Ping. 2004, p.94. 
7 Zheng, Xiao-Yun, 2004, pp,182.184. 
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Figure1:Diagram of Dai’s Water Culture 

Constructed by the Author  
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2.2 The Formation of the Water Splashing Festival 

The essence of Dai’s W.S.F. is its unique water culture. By previous evidence, we may 

clearly recognize all of the factors of the Dai’s water culture and the attitude of the Dai 

about water. The Dai’s water culture has become the culture of Dai because it has been 

the common element blended into the culture of Dai. It is helpful to us to understand the 

development of Dai’s history and the revolution of Dai’s culture. We will further 

analyze the form of the W.S.F. 

Main Factors 

First, it has historicity. The Dai people are the descendents of Baiyue, and 

characteristics of Baiyue culture can be found in Dai’s culture. For example, the Dai 

people are good at planting rice, living in “built on stilts” structures, boating, tattooing, 

and worshipping totems, etc. These are old-fashioned customs of Baiyue culture kept 

entirely by the Dai people.8 

Secondly, it has totality: The Dai people own the “built on stilts” construction. The 

construction has very special characteristics to prevent water flood and resist harmful 

insects. The Dai people are familiar with water character and are skilled in catching 

fish. , To prevent the harm to water biology, they developed the custom of tattoos to 

hasten luck and to avoid disaster. Besides, the Dai people developed a system of water 

conservancy to ensure the abundance of water resources to cultivate the rice. The Dai 

people found that loving water and preserving the ecology environment is close 

related. 9  Hence, it produces the harmonic rule of the Dai people with nature. 
                                                 
8 Ai, Ju-Hong, 2004, p.24 
9 Gao, Li-Shi, 1998, p.75. 
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Furthermore, the Dai people use water to greet the beginning of the New Year; the 

W.S.F represents completely the importance of water to Dai. In other words, the W.S.F 

is the concrete manifestation of water culture. Water acts in major roles to Dai, 

including baptizing the baby, the wedding, the burial ceremony etc. The life begins by 

water and ends by it.10 Besides, regarding sacrificial offering, bathing the Buddha, art 

and the theme of literature and so on all connect with water. Water penetrates the 

material culture, system culture as well as spiritual culture and forms an entire water 

culture. 

 living. 

Hence, harmoniously coexisting with other groups is very important for the Dai. 

i’s water culture absorbs the 

best of these cultures and changes it into its unique style.11 

                                                

Third, it has compatibility. Although the Dai people takes the water as the centre, they 

still keep good relations with other groups, respectively display the various local 

resources and mutually complements each other. The Dai people understand that if there 

was not a satisfactory natural environment, there will not be space for the Dai’s

Fourth, it has the multicultural characteristics. 

The Dai’s water culture takes the “Baiyue culture” as the basis. It generates the 

multicultural merging of the culture of the south of Yellow River, Indian culture, the 

Southeast Asia culture, Buddhism culture and so on. The Da

Fifth, it has the internationalism. 

The Dai and Thai cultures nearby the Lancang River and the Mekong River basin are 

mainly composed of the Dai ethnic minority living in the riverside of the Chinese 
 

10 Zheng, Ping. Dai zu shui wen hua xiang zheng yi yi fen xi, Yunnan College, No.3, 2004, pp.92-93. 
11 Ai, Ju-Hong, 2004, pp.24-25. 
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Lanchan River basin, the Shan ethnic minority(撣族) in northeast of Burma, and the 

Thai in northeast of Thailand. Although these groups are located in different countries, 

the chief features are similar, such as old-fashioned “Baiyue culture”, the basin-shaped 

region culture, the adaption-shaped ecology culture, the primary rice culture, the carnal 

religion culture, and the philosophic moral culture. These common cultural expressions 

link up the whole basin together.12 The Dais festivals are closely connected with their 

production activities. The Dai ethnic minority has an old saying13: "In this world, 

forests provide water, water irrigate the fields, the fields yield grain, and grain feed 

humans." On the basis of this pure ecological point of view, the Dai people look upon 

the forest and water surrounding their stockade protected villages as the gods incarnate, 

and protects them carefully. They have the tradition of planting trees for firewood and 

hunting only in season. 

. It mostly interprets the origin of the ethnic 

festival, and it has higher academic value.  

                                                

A Traditional Fable  

The contents of the ethnic festival fable are multiple, and the cultural connotations are 

rich and profound. The main features of the ethnic festival fable are the reflection of 

religious belief, ethical morality and aesthetic pursuit. It is the best form to express the 

ethnic identity, spiritual, and cohesive power. The ethnic festival fable is an important 

part of the composition of the ethnic festival

The Dai ‘s W.S.F in China and the ones in Southeast Asian countries all have complete 

ethnic and local characters. From respective societies, people in different countries 

 
12  http://www.everyculture.com/Russia-Eurasia-China/Dai-Orientation.html October, 2007 
13 Ai, Ju-Hong, 2004, p.25. 
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explain the connotations of W.S.F by themselves. Through the supernatural imagination, 

the W.S.F is gifted with the ideal and fantasy, and it produces many touching stories. 

The fables are not true, but we can depend on legendary stories to understand the hidden 

significance. According to folk legend, the Dai’s W.S.F is closely connected with 

agricultural production.  The custom of splashing water on each other is also 

concerned with the climate and other seasonal natural phenomena. 

ing Festival handed down from generation to generation among the Dai people 

says: 

According to the Active Guide, W.S.F. 2007, published by the People’s Government of 

XSBN Dai Nationality Autonomous Prefecture an interesting legend about the Water 

Splash

“In the ancient periods, there was an evil deity who abused his tremendous magic, 

doing all kinds of evil and bringing people suffering. The evil deity had a hand in 

climatic variations but the weather always changed; disrupting the lower 

agricultural productivity. All the people hated him but his magic was too 

powerful for them to overcome. Thus there was an honest deity who wanted to 

punish him. The honest deity pretended to be a handsome boy and associated 

with the seven daughters of the evil deity. He told the seven daughters about their 

father’s devilment. The father’s devilment caused the seven daughters’ 

widespread discontent and they decided to kill the evil father to save the people. 

Then the girls used the evil’s father’s hair to tie his neck and finally killed him. 

But the head began to burn when it touched the ground, and the fire would die 

only if one of the daughters held the head tightly in her arms. In order to prevent 

the Dai people from a fire disaster, the daughters decided to take turns carrying 

the evil head until it became rotten. While one girl had the head in her arms, the 
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others splashed water on the head to cool down the temperature. At the same time, 

they splashed water on their bodies to wash away bloodstains. Their efforts 

finally turned the head to ashes.”  

ent 

by, it developed into a happy festival to send off the old year and welcome the new. 

Religi

me sort of shape to cope with reality, it is this that gives religion 

survival value”. 

hat the 
                                                

Since then, to commemorate the seven brave and resourceful girls, and to eliminate the 

bloodstains and fire, it gradually become the custom of splashing water. As time w

ous Influence 

Anthony F.C. Wallace has defined religion as “a set of rituals, rationalized by 

myth, which mobilizes supernatural powers for the purpose of achieving or 

preventing transformations of state in man and nature.14“What lies behind this 

definition is a recognition that people, when they cannot deal with serious 

problems that cause them anxiety through technological or organizational means, 

try to do so through the manipulation of supernatural beings and powers. Wallace 

sees as the primary phenomenon of religion, or “religion in action.” Its major 

function is to reduce anxiety and keep confidence high, all of which serves to 

keep people in so

Water is taken as an important religious media, and acts as a special role in religious 

activities. The Dai people express their aspirations by water. The primitive religion of 

Dai is animism. It is conspicuous to pray for rainfall on W.S.F and it is an essential 

worship to the natural power. Under the conditions of lower production and the limited 

ability to recognize nature, this kind of religious ceremony is just a trace of w
 

14 Anthony F.C. Wallace, Religion: An Anthropological View, New York: Random House, 1996, p.107. 
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Moreover, Dai people in XSBN believe in primitive religion and Theravada Buddhism. 

The introduction of Buddhism has exerted great influence on their primitive religion. 

Nowadays most of the Dai people believe in Theravada. Since the Dai people believed 

in Buddhism, the water culture has gradually blended into the element of Buddhism 

culture. The Dai people take the water as a religious relic. During the great sacred 

activities of Buddhism, the final item is the ceremony of water sprinkling. “Bathing 

Buddha” is the most important celebrated activity and it is the core part of activity for 

Dai New Year’s celebration. People use clean water to bath Buddha, and splash water 

on each other to express mutual blessings. Hence, T the Dai’s New Year is also called 

From this chapter, we can find that the W.S.F of Dai is a microcosm of water culture 

and that water has multiple symbolic meanings: First is the vital source. In Dai’s idea, 

the cosmic creation and human beings originated from water. Second is to present 

clarification. On the day of the major festival, the Dai people must take a shower and 

then admit to going to the temple. Third is to present communication with spirits. The 

most obvious is water sprinkling. It transmits sacrificial offering and mourning to 

deceased person's soul. Fourth is to present the blessings and auspiciousness. In the 

fable of W.S.F, water is to eliminate the filth and symbolize the coming of blessings. 

Water in Dai’s culture is both a symbolic notation of sacred religious ceremony and a 

bolic notation of carnal dairy life. It awakes people’s impulses, and urges people to 

express their feelings and aspirations by using water through different rites. 

 

ancestors have left to attempt to pray for spirit’s preservation by different rites. 

“W.S.F.” by other groups. 

sym


